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We model chaotic diffusion in a symplectic four-dimensional (4D) map by using the result of a theorem that
was developed for stochastically perturbed integrable Hamiltonian systems. We explicitly consider a map defined
by a free rotator (FR) coupled to a standard map (SM). We focus on the diffusion process in the action I of the
FR, obtaining a seminumerical method to compute the diffusion coefficient. We study two cases corresponding
to a thick and a thin chaotic layer in the SM phase space and we discuss a related conjecture stated in the past. In
the first case, the numerically computed probability density function for the action I is well interpolated by the
solution of a Fokker-Planck (FP) equation, whereas it presents a nonconstant time shift with respect to the
concomitant FP solution in the second case suggesting the presence of an anomalous diffusion time scale.
The explicit calculation of a diffusion coefficient for a 4D symplectic map can be useful to understand the slow
diffusion observed in celestial mechanics and accelerator physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Diffusion in Hamiltonian systems with more than 2 de-
grees of freedom (DoF) is a long-standing open problem
whose understanding is relevant to model the slow diffusion
phenomena observed in physical systems well described by
conservative deterministic differential equations. Reference
[1] explains the concept of chaotic diffusion from the
point of view of celestial mechanics and gives examples
of this relevant process for the dynamics of small bodies
of the solar system. Reference [2] gives further evidence
of the fact that chaotic diffusion is an important element of
the long-term dynamics of the asteroid belt and shows how
simple models of chaotic diffusion can be used to estimate the
age of asteroid families. Reference [3] makes a statistical study
of the stability of the solar system by computing probability
density functions (PDFs) for the eccentricity and inclination
of the planets over 5 Gyr. Further applications of chaotic
diffusion in the celestial mechanics setting are described in
Refs. [4,5]. Another relevant application is the transverse
diffusion in circular accelerators when one takes into account
the multipolar components of the magnetic field which limit
the dynamics aperture [6]. The coupling of the transverse phase
space with longitudinal particle dynamics, the presence of
scattering, and parametric dependence due to supplied current
modulations (ripples) have been proposed as possible causes
of the particle diffusion [7]. A possible explanation of the
underlying diffusion mechanism is the simultaneous presence
of a stochastic or chaotic perturbation and the nonlinear terms
[8]. Reference [9] carries out a numerical computation of
the slow diffusion of orbits through thin chaotic layers of a
four-dimensional (4D) symplectic map that models accelerator
dynamics. Recently, experiments have been performed to
measure the beam diffusion rate in proton colliders [10],
and an explicit calculation of the diffusion coefficients for
4D stochastically perturbed maps is needed to analyze the
experimental data.
*mmestre@fcaglp.unlp.edu.ar
In the case of nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems, the
interest is focused in the action variables. Depending on
the strength of the perturbation, there are restrictions to the
topology of the region of action space in which global diffusion
can take place. In Refs. [11–14], the concept of Arnold
diffusion (AD) is understood as the diffusion that takes place
along the Arnold web1 of a system that satisfies simultaneously
the hypothesis of the KAM [15] and the Nekhoroshev [11]
theorems. In this sense, Refs. [13,16–20] show numerical
evidence of AD. For a particular type of systems, there are
theorems focused in demonstrating analytically the existence
of orbits which drift in action space a quantity of order one
in a finite time interval. In particular, it has been proved [21]
that a twist map, coupled to a map close to the antiintegrable
limit, has many orbits that drift arbitrarily far. Their generic
system has a phase space with a geometry similar to the
one of the thick layer problem (see afterwards). Chirikov’s
theory [12] provides a formula to estimate quantitatively the
value of the diffusion coefficient. It has been tested [22] in
a particular 2.5 DoF nearly integrable Hamiltonian system,
obtaining a good agreement between theory and experiments
in a particular range of the size of the perturbation. The theory
of Nekhoroshev [11,23] gives upper (but not lower) bounds to
the rate of AD. The implications of this theory to the geometry
and speed of AD, in singly and multiply resonant domains
in nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems, have recently been
comprehensively reviewed by Refs. [14,19]. They show more
light onto the connection between the diffusion coefficient
and the size of the remainder of the optimal resonant normal
form and propose an associated set of variables in which
the AD can be visualized and measured, thus establishing
a novel path for future stability and diffusion studies (e.g.,
[20,24]).
Another theoretical approach considers the stochastic pump
[25,26] model. Both references consider a 4D symplectic
1Arnold web is the intersection of all the perturbed resonant surfaces
with the isoenergetic manifold.
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map whose phase space contains a thick and a thin chaotic
layer, which correspond to overlapping and nonoverlapping
regimes, respectively. In their model, the dynamics on the
chaotic layer is responsible for the diffusion of a perturbed
action associated to a libration regime. According to the
width of the layer, they apply two analytical procedures
to find that the diffusion coefficient is strongly dependent
on the ratio of the characteristic frequencies of the chaotic
layer and the librations. Nevertheless, due to the unavoidable
approximations, this theory does not allow a detailed analysis
of the dependence of the diffusion behavior on the local
action. They perform numerical experiments to corroborate
their results. References [27,28] verify this method in a 4D
symplectic map that consists of two coupled standard maps
(SM). Reference [28] also estimates the global rate of diffusion
by weighting local diffusion rates with the relative volume
occupied by the various chaotically accessible regions in
the 4D phase space. This map has also been studied by
Refs. [29,30], where the diffusion rate has been measured
for different values of the coupling parameter. The definition
of the diffusion coefficient used in [30] is not based in
an ensemble average but in a time average of a single
trajectory. For other dynamical and theoretical discussions, see
Refs. [31–33].
The development of the stochastic dynamical systems
theory [34] allows us to describe the diffusion in Hamiltonian
systems by means of stochastic perturbations which mimic
the chaotic dynamics [35–37] and to derive a Fokker-Planck
(FP) equation for the PDF in the slow variables [38]. In some
cases, it was possible to prove diffusive limit theorems for
dynamical systems in the presence of (deterministic) chaotic
perturbations letting that the amplitude of the perturbation
tends to zero and the time to infinity [39]. According
to this point of view, it is possible to justify averaging
principles to prove the diffusive limit [40]. In Ref. [41], a
FP equation for the PDF associated to the action variable
of a 1.5 DoF Hamiltonian system is deduced, by means
of the random phase approximation. This approximation
is partially valid in regions with resonance overlap [12]
and is based on the assumption that the mixing of the
angle variables of a Hamiltonian system is sufficiently faster
than the one of the action variables (quasilinear theory).
In Ref. [42], there has been applied the quasilinear theory
to another 1.5 DoF Hamiltonian system, obtaining a FP
equation whose diffusion coefficient turns out to depend only
on the action variable. Reference [43] presents a hierarchy
of equations for the evolution of the PDF in the phase
space of nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems of arbitrary
dimension. In this method, the kinetic equation has time-
dependent coefficients, even in the case of an autonomous
perturbation. This represents a major difference with respect
to quasilinear theories. These equations have been tested
numerically only in a 1.5 DoF Hamiltonian system. Refer-
ence [44] reviews many fractional kinetic models and their
relationship with dynamical models, phase space topology,
and other chaos characteristics, as Poincare´ recurrences and
sticky domains. Summing up, although there are previous
works that model Hamiltonian diffusion with a FP equa-
tion, these are mainly focused in systems with less than
2 DoF.
Reference [45] considers the following a priori unstable2
4D symplectic map:
In+1 = In − ² sin(θn + ψn),
θn+1 = θn + In+1 mod 2π, (1)
Jn+1 = Jn + K sin(ψn) − ² sin(θn + ψn),
ψn+1 = ψn + Jn+1 mod 2π,
where the variables (I,θ,J,ψ) and the parameters (K,²)
are dimensionless, as well as every other quantity used in
this paper. For ² = 0 and K 6= 0, the map consists of two
uncoupled two-dimensional (2D) maps: a free rotator in the
[I,θ ] plane and a SM of parameter K in the [J,ψ] plane. In
Ref. [45], the authors show that in the case in which ² 6= 0, the
short-time correlations in the [J,ψ] plane due to the chaotic
layer affect the diffusion in the [I,θ ] plane. They apply the
characteristic function method [46] and find that the diffusion
tensor depends on the parameters of the system but not on
the action (I ). They make experiments for wide ranges of
parameter values, finding agreement with predictions as long
as |K| > 2 and |²| > 2. They remark that this system has two
interesting limit situations: |K| À 1, |²| ¿ 1 (thick layer) and
|K| . 1, |²| ¿ 1 (thin layer), both being out of reach of their
method. Moreover, Ref. [47] presents numerical evidence of
the fact that the correlation function of the increments 1Jn
of a SM with K = 3 can be fitted (approximately) by an
exponentially decaying oscillating function, which is the exact
autocorrelation function of the stochastic rotator. The authors
conjecture that if the chaotic movement of the ψ variable
is coupled with the dynamics of an integrable system, then
it could be observed a diffusion in the phase space of the
integrable system which is similar to the diffusion driven by a
stochastic rotator.
In this paper, we will make a numerical application, on the
map given by Eq. (1), of the averaging theorem discussed in
[47] to be used in stochastically perturbed nearly integrable
Hamiltonian systems, which generalizes the result [8]. We
predict and numerically compute the diffusion coefficient
associated to I for two values of the parameter of the SM
that correspond to the cases of thick and thin layer diffusion.
We show that in the thick layer regime the PDF satisfies a FP
equation in a “slow diffusion time,” while in the thin layer
regime the PDF presents a “time delay” with respect to the
associated FP solution in the slow diffusion time, that could be
related to a different scaling law between the real time and the
diffusion time when the correlation of the chaotic perturbation
is not decaying sufficiently fast. Moreover, we will review the
mentioned conjecture.
In principle, our approach is applicable to any nonintegrable
Hamiltonian system that can be, either locally or in the
whole phase space, decomposed into an integrable and a
chaotic system which are weakly coupled: e.g., the case of
a perturbed simple nonlinear resonance. Implementation of
the FP equation can facilitate the study of the parametric
dependence on the diffusion process for a whole particle
distribution.
2Following the definition given in Sec. 2 of Ref. [32].
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The structure of the article is as follows. In Sec. II, we
will provide a short description of a version of the averaging
theorem for stochastically perturbed integrable maps. In
Sec. III, we will give an example of its use with harmonic
noise. In Sec. IV, we will introduce a seminumerical method
to compute the diffusion coefficient for the map (1). In Secs. V
and VI, we will test the method, respectively, in the thick
and thin layer regimes. Finally, in Sec. VII we provide the
conclusions.
II. AN AVERAGING THEOREM FOR
STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS
The first averaging theorem for a deterministic equation
stochastically perturbed is established in Ref. [48]. Afterwards,
in Ref. [8] this result is generalized proving that under certain
conditions, a first integral of the unperturbed system weakly3
converges towards a diffusion process. This theorem can be
extended to compute the diffusion limit of the dynamics of
the actions of a stochastically perturbed Hamiltonian system
(see [47] and references therein) and it has been applied
in the case of an integrable Hamiltonian system perturbed
by a stochastic rotator. There, the authors verify one of the
conclusions of the theorem, which states that for small enough
perturbations, the PDF of the action satisfies a FP equation
whose diffusion coefficient depends on the correlation function
of the stochastic process.
Reference [6] applies the theorem to a stochastically
perturbed symplectic map. They show that in the limit of
noise with small amplitude, a colored noise can excite a local
diffusion of the action variable. In what follows, we restate the
theorem, without demonstration.
Let M : R2 → R2 be a symplectic map with an elliptic
fixed point in the origin and letR be a neighborhood of it that
defines a stable region. Let us assume that in R the measure
of the nonlinear resonances and of the chaotic regions is
negligible so that it is possible to replace the original map by an
integrable one M0 : R2 → R2. Moreover, let x ≡ (x,p) ∈ R2.
Let ξn be a stationary stochastic process, with zero mean
value and unit variance, defined in some probability space
associated to some sample space S. Let E[. . .] denote the
concomitant (theoretical) expectation value.
We consider a stochastic map Pn of the following form:
Pn(x) = x + ²ξnv(x),
where n ∈ N and
v(x) =
Ã
0
− d ˜V (x)
dx
!
,
with ˜V (x) being a potential function.
Then, we will study the dynamics of the stochastically
perturbed symplectic map:
xn+1 = Pn ◦ M0(xn), (2)
where “◦” denotes the composition operation.
3Weak convergence implies convergence of the PDF.
Introducing the action-angle variables (I,θ ) of the map M0,
the map (2) is rewritten asµ
θn+1
In+1
¶
= exp(²ξnLV (I,θ)) ◦
µ
θn + Ä(In)
In
¶
, (3)
where V ≡ V (I,θ ) = ˜V (x(I,θ )), LV is the Lie operator
defined by the Poisson bracket {. . . ,V } with the potential
function, and Ä(I ) is the frequency of M0.
The potential admits a Fourier series development
V (I,θ ) =
X
k
Vk(I )eikθ . (4)
For a fixed value of ², we introduce a frequency cutoff kmax in
the expansion (4) in order to neglect those terms with ||Vk|| 6
², where || . . . || denotes the supremum, or infinite, norm inR.
The hypotheses of the theorem are the following:
(i) The unperturbed map is at least of class C2 in R.
(ii) The noise ξn satisfies a ϕ-mixing condition, i.e., if f (x)
and g(x) are bounded measurable functions, then the following
inequality holds:
|E[f (ξn)g(ξ0)] − E[f (ξn)]E[g(ξ0)]| 6 ||f ||||g||ϕ(n),
where the function ϕ(n) is such that limn→∞ n6ϕ(n) = 0.
(iii) No resonance condition, of the form kÄ(I ) − 2πq = 0
(q ∈ Z) for |k| < 2kmax (k 6= 0), is fulfilled inRwhenVk(I ) 6=
0 in the expansion (4).
(iv) The following limit exists:
D(I ) ≡ lim
N→∞
1
N
N−1X
n=0
N−1X
m=0
½
∂V
∂θ0
[I,θ0 + Ä(I )n]
× ∂V
∂θ0
[I,θ0 + Ä(I )m]E[ξnξm]
¾
, (5)
where
∂V
∂θ0
[I,θ0 + Ä(I )n] ≡ ∂V
∂θ
(I,θ )|θ=θ0+Ä(I )n.
The second assumption is a condition on the losing memory
rate of the process ξn, and the function ϕ(n) is a measure of
the independence between past and future. This condition is
necessary if one wants to approximate the action dynamics
with a diffusion process. The third requisite avoids the
appearance of resonances between the unperturbed motion and
the deterministic component of the perturbation V (I,θ ). Due
to this, the diffusion coefficient turns out to be independent of
the initial angle (θ0).
Being fulfilled these conditions, the following thesis is
valid. Introducing the slow time L = ²2n, in the limit ² → 0
the stochastic process I²(L) ≡ I (L/²2) weakly converges inR
towards a diffusion process ˆI (L) whose PDF, ρ( ˆI ,L), satisfies
a FP equation of the form
∂ρ
∂L
( ˆI ,L) = 1
2
∂
∂ ˆI
½
D( ˆI )∂ρ
∂ ˆI
( ˆI ,L)
¾
. (6)
The concept of weak convergence must be understood as
convergence of the PDFs (from now on abbreviated as
distributions) for a sequence of stochastic processes. Let
ρ(I,0) be the initial particle distribution and let ρ²(I,t) be
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its average evolution at a time t according to the stochastic
map (3) for a finite value of ². The following limit is valid:
lim
²→0
ρ²(I,L/²2) = ρ(I,L), (7)
where ρ(I,L) is the solution of the FP equation (6). This limit
is the definition of convergence of the distribution. Therefore,
Eq. (6) can be used to get an approximation of the true
distribution function. Under this point of view, D(I ) is a
rescaled diffusion coefficient. Taking into account the Fourier
cutoff, Ref. [6] proves that the analytical diffusion coefficient,
given by
Da(I ) ≡
|k|6kmaxX
k
k2|Vk(I )|2 ˜φ[kÄ(I )], (8)
is valid up to O(²), where the spectral density of the noise
˜φ(ν) =
∞X
j=−∞
φ(|j |)eijν (9)
and the autocorrelation function
φ(n,m) ≡ E[ξnξm] − E[ξn]E[ξm] = E[ξnξm]
have been introduced. Due to the fact that the noise is
stationary, we have that φ(n,m) = φ(n − m,0) ∀ n,m ∈ N,
so that in some opportunities we will use the notation φ(n) ≡
φ(n,0).
Reference [47] remarks the importance of the spectral
density in the behavior of the diffusion coefficient. ˜φ(ν)
contributes to Da(I ) only with the amplitudes of the fre-
quencies ν = kÄ(I ) which enter in the Fourier expansion
(4) of the perturbation. As a consequence, the diffusion is
enhanced when the spectral density of the noise is peaked at
the frequencies kÄ(I ).
Let us explain this issue considering a simple situation in
which the spectral density is zero except in a neighborhood of
radius 1ν of a fixed value ν0:
˜φ(ν) =
½
1 if |ν − ν0| < 1ν,
0 if |ν − ν0| > 1ν.
Thus, Da(I ) will be different from zero only in those actions
that satisfy simultaneously that ν0 − 1ν < kÄ(I ) < ν0 + 1ν
and Vk(I ) 6= 0. If we also assume that Ä has an inverse
function, denoted by Ä−1, it can be said that Da(I ) will be
different from zero around the action values I = Ä−1(ν0/k).
III. AN EXAMPLE WITH A FREE ROTATOR PERTURBED
BY COLORED GAUSSIAN NOISE
In order to show how this approach can be applied, we
consider the stochastic symplectic map
In+1 = In − ² ∂H1
∂θn
(In+1,θn,ξn),
θn+1 = θn + Ä(In+1) = θn + In+1 mod 2π, (10)
where
H1(I,θ,ξ ) = H1(θ,ξ ) = ξV (θ ) = ξ cos θ. (11)
In other words, our system is a free rotator, with angle θ and
angular velocity Ä(I ) ≡ I , perturbed with a stochastic term.
As the Fourier series of our potential is
V (θ ) = cos(θ ) = 12eiθ + 12e−iθ , (12)
we have that
Vk(I ) =
(
1
2 if k = ±1,
0 if k 6= ±1.
The existence of only two terms in Eq. (12) implies that it is
not necessary to adopt a cutoff value. Besides, together with
the third hypothesis and the fact that Ä(I ) = I , we have that
R = {I ∈ R : I 6= 2πq, q ∈ Z}. (13)
Thus, the analytical expression (8) takes the form
Da(I ) = 14 { ˜φ(−I ) + ˜φ(I )}. (14)
This analytical result will be compared with a numerically
computed diffusion coefficient defined in terms of the variance
(for N units of time)
Dnu(I ;N ) ≡ h(IN − hIN i)
2i
²2N
, (15)
where h. . .i denotes a numerical average on the noise realiza-
tion. For a finite number of noise realizations Nr , the numerical
average of an arbitrary quantity A at time t is given by
hAt i ≡ 1
Nr
NrX
k=1
A
(k)
t ,
whereA(k)t stands for the value associated to the kth realization.
Throughout this article, we will use Nr = 105.
We use a type of Gaussian colored noise which consists
of an ensemble of damped stochastic harmonic oscillators.
Following [49–53], the Langevin equation of a unit-mass
damped Brownian particle subject to the force field of a
harmonic oscillator is
d2ξt
dt2
= −λdξt
dt
− ω2ξt + c1/20t , (16)
whereω,λ, and c are positive constants to be defined below and
where 0t denotes a normalized white-noise process, satisfying
E[0t ] = 0, E[0t0t 0] = δ(t − t 0); ∀ t,t 0.
The constant ω denotes the deterministic frequency of the
unperturbed (λ = c = 0) oscillator. The constant λ denotes
the friction coefficient whose inverse λ−1 is a characteristic
relaxation time.
For ω = λ = 0, dξ/dt is a Wiener process with diffusion
coefficient c. Besides, this constant is related to the asymptotic
diffusion coefficient DB that the Brownian particle would have
in case of null potential (ω = 0), like this [54]:
DB = c/2λ2.
The equation (16) can be explicitly solved [50,51], and
assuming ω2 − λ2/4 > 0, the analytic solution is
ξt = λξ0 + 2v02ω1 e
− λ2 t sin(ω1t) + ξ0e− λ2 t cos(ω1t)
+
√
c
ω1
Z t
0
e−
λ
2 (t−z) sin[ω1(t − z)]dWz, (17)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Autocorrelation function of an ensemble
of damped stochastic harmonic oscillators for parameter values
ω = 1, λ = 0.2, and c = 0.4 and for an initial condition given
by (ξ0,v0) = (−3,0). The asymptotic analytical function given in
Eq. (18) is displayed with a red solid curve. The numerical function,
for Nr = 105 noise realizations and starting to measure since ts =
500, is displayed with black dots. Here and in all the other figures,
every plotted quantity is in dimensionless units.
where ω1 ≡
p
ω2 − λ2/4 is the single proper frequency of the
noise and where dWz is the differential of a Wiener process.
In this paper, we consider deterministic initial distributions
and each realization corresponds to a realization of the Wiener
process. The process tends asymptotically, for t → +∞,
towards a stationary state with zero mean, with autocorrelation
function (see Appendix A)
φs(τ ) = c2λω2 e
− λ2 τ
½
cos(ω1τ ) + λ2ω1 sin(ω1τ )
¾
, (18)
and with variance
σ 2s = φs(0) =
c
2λω2
.
We have performed a numerical stochastic integration
for parameter values given by ω = 1, λ = 0.2, and c =
0.4 and for an initial condition given by (ξ0,v0) = (−3,0).
This corresponds to ω1 ≈ 0.995. We have used the SDERK4
integration package. It contains many schemes for obtaining
strong solutions to stochastic differential equations. We have
used one which consists of a fourth order Runge-Kutta
scheme for the deterministic part and a first order for the
stochastic part. We considered an ensemble of Nr noise
realizations during a total integration time of tT = 103. We
have numerically estimated a relaxation time ts = 500 such
that for t > ts the system can be considered in a stationary
state.
Thus, in Fig. 1, we display φ(ts ,ts + τ ), for 0 6 τ 6 70,
with black dots. In the same figure, the analytic solution for
φs(τ ) is illustrated with a red solid curve.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Da(I ) (red solid curve) and Dnu(I ; 500)
(black dots) for the map given by Eq. (10). As noise we have used a
stationary ensemble of damped harmonic oscillators with parameter
valuesω = 1, λ = 0.2, and c = 0.4 and with an initial condition given
by (ξ0,v0) = (−3,0). In the case of the numerical coefficient we have
used ² = 10−7, an initial angle given by θ0 ≈ 0.214 and the values of
the same noise realizations computed for the previous figure, taking
into account only the time interval: ts 6 t 6 2ts (ts = 500).
The formula for the spectral density associated to this
asymptotic state is given by Eqs. (B4), (B5), and (B6).
Introducing it into Eq. (14), we have computed Da(I ) and
displayed it in Fig. 2 with a red solid curve.
In the same figure, we display with black dots the quantity
Dnu(I ; 500), for 500 values of I placed equidistantly in the
interval [0,2π ), where we have used ² = 10−7, an initial angle
θ0 ≈ 0.214, and the values of the same noise realizations
computed for the previous figure, taking into account only
the time interval: ts 6 t 6 2ts . Throughout this article, we
keep fixed the value θ0, unless explicitly stated otherwise. We
can see that both coefficients agree for every action value and
that the biggest difference takes place in the neighborhood
of I = 0 and 2π , which are points that are outside of the
region R defined by Eq. (13). Moreover, we see that the
diffusion coefficient reaches its maximum value for I = ω1
and 2π − ω1. This agrees with the analytical condition for
diffusion enhancement that applies to this system: ω1 =
±Ä(I ) = ±I (mod 2π ). We have carried out other numerical
experiments changing ² and the result is similar as long as
² . 10−4.
Now, we point out a connection between the damped
harmonic stochastic oscillator and the stochastic rotator. On
the one hand, we have that, for the chosen parameter values
of the harmonic noise, the contribution of the term with
the sine function in φs is quite small, in such a way that
neglecting this term hardly produces any change inDa . On the
other hand, we know [47] that the exact analytical asymptotic
autocorrelation function of the stochastic rotator is of the form
φsr (τ ) = ae−bτ cos(ω?τ ), for some parameters a, b, and ω?.
Thus, we conclude that the diffusion coefficient produced by a
coupling with a stochastic rotator is similar to the one produced
by a coupling with the harmonic noise whenever the condition
λ ¿ 2ω1 is satisfied.
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In the next section, we will discuss the stochastic approach
to the computation of the diffusion coefficient in chaotic
systems.
IV. A SEMINUMERICAL METHOD FOR
CHAOTIC SYSTEMS
In the previous sections, we have seen that the autocorrela-
tion function of the noise has a net effect in the diffusion. In
fact, the expression forD(I ) depends on the trajectories of the
integrable part and on the autocorrelation function of the noise
and it is related with the Taylor-Green-Kubo formula (see [55]
and references therein).
We wonder whether the hypothesis of the averaging
theorem, whose result is the FP equation (6) with diffusion
coefficient given by Eq. (8), could be modified in order to admit
deterministic perturbations. We will show empirically that a
particular chaotic perturbation can produce a diffusion process
in the integrable part that can be modeled by the mentioned
kinetic equation and will give a seminumerical method to
estimate the diffusion coefficient.
In order to show how we intend to apply the stochastic
formalism to a symplectic map with divided phase space, we
will introduce two intermediate deterministic systems that link
the one given by Eqs. (10) and (11) with the one given by
Eq. (1), being the latter the main object of study of this article.
The first intermediate map is built by replacing, in Eq. (11),
the stochastic process ξ by an ensemble of chaotic trajectories.
In particular, we set ξn = sin(ψn), where ψn is the angle at time
n that corresponds to a chaotic trajectory of the SM. Thus, we
have a (pseudo)sample space S, which is some subset of the
trajectories that belong to a particular chaotic layer of the SM.
Due to the unicity of the solution of initial value problems for
deterministic systems, it is possible to label S unambiguously
with the values of the initial conditions in the [J,ψ] plane. In
Secs. V and VI, we will give explicit expressions for the sample
spaces. Thus, we have the following skew coupled map:
In+1 = In − ² sin(ψn) sin(θn),
θn+1 = θn + In+1 mod 2π,
Jn+1 = Jn + K sin(ψn),
ψn+1 = ψn + Jn+1 mod 2π.
The second intermediate map is constructed by gene-
ralizing the perturbation given in Eq. (11) to
H1(θ,ψ) = cos(θ + ψ),
obtaining the following (also partially coupled) map:
In+1 = In − ² sin(θn + ψn),
θn+1 = θn + In+1 mod 2π, (19)
Jn+1 = Jn + K sin(ψn),
ψn+1 = ψn + Jn+1 mod 2π.
The statistical properties of hyperbolic maps are stable under
small enough perturbations. Although the variables (J,ψ) do
not perform a hyperbolic dynamics, they have approximately
this quality in any chaotic component of the SM.
We remark that the difference between the map (19) and
the symplectic map (1) is the presence of feedback coupling
between the slow dynamics and the chaotic dynamics (J,φ).
In the case of strong chaos K À 1, a thick chaotic layer exists
in the phase space and we do expect that theO(²) perturbation
would not affect the diffusion process associated to the rotator
action I . Conversely, in the case of weak chaos K ' 1, the
presence of partial barriers in the phase space (J,ψ) could be
affected by a small perturbation even in the diffusion limit, and
the statistical properties of the “noise” ψn could depend on the
long-time evolution so that the assumption of stationary noise
can not be applied. However, we have numerically checked that
the effect of this back coupling is negligible when computing
diffusion coefficients for the slow variables (I,θ ).
Thus, our idea is to model diffusion in the symplectic map
(1) by applying a seminumerical scheme (related to the aver-
aging theorem) to map (19). It can be demonstrated, following
closely the proof in [6], that for a general perturbation of the
form
H1(I,θ,ψ) =
X
k
hk(I )eik(θ+ψ),
the analytic diffusion coefficient is given by
Da(I ) =
|k|6kmaxX
k
k2h2k(I ) ˜φk,k[kÄ(I )], ∀ I ∈ R,
where ˜φk,k(ν) are the spectral densities associated to the
following autocorrelation functions of the SM: φk,k0(n,m) =
E[eikψneik0ψm] − E[eikψn ]E[eik0ψm ]. As there are no analytical
formulas for these autocorrelation functions valid for suffi-
ciently long times, i.e., times of the order of 500, we will
develop a seminumerical formula.
The generalization of the expression of D(I ) given in
Eq. (5), in the case of map (19), is
D(I ) ≡ lim
N→∞
1
N
N−1X
n=0
N−1X
m=0
½
E
·
∂H1
∂θ0
[θ0 + Ä(I )n,ψn
¤
× ∂H1
∂θ0
[θ0 + Ä(I )m,ψm]
¸
−E
·
∂H1
∂θ0
[θ0 + Ä(I )n,ψn]
¸
×E
·
∂H1
∂θ0
[θ0 + Ä(I )m,ψm]
¸¾
. (20)
If instead of taking the limit, we evaluate numerically at a finite
time N , we have the seminumerical diffusion coefficient
Dsn(I ;N )
≡ 1
N
N−1X
n=0
N−1X
m=0
{φ1(n,m) cos[θ0 + Ä(I )n] cos[θ0 + Ä(I )m]
+φ2(n,m) sin[θ0 + Ä(I )n] sin[θ0 + Ä(I )m]
+φ3(n,m) cos[θ0 + Ä(I )n] sin[θ0 + Ä(I )m]
+φ4(n,m) sin[θ0 + Ä(I )n] cos[θ0 + Ä(I )m]}, (21)
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where now the autocorrelation functions φi (i = 1, . . . ,4)
should be computed numerically:
φ1(n,m) = hsinψn sinψmi − hsinψnihsinψmi,
φ2(n,m) = hcosψn cosψmi − hcosψnihcosψmi, (22)
φ3(n,m) = hsinψn cosψmi − hsinψnihcosψmi,
φ4(n,m) = hcosψn sinψmi − hcosψnihsinψmi.
For sufficiently large values of N , Dsn(I ;N ) is effectively
independent of θ0.
V. THICK CHAOTIC LAYER
In this section, we will test the stochastic approach to
describe the diffusion in the symplectic map (1), using a
parameter K = 3. For this value, the measure of initial
conditions in the phase space that give rise to chaotic orbits
is much larger than the measure associated to regular orbits.
The area of the islands of stability is small and almost every
chaotic orbit belongs to the thick layer, also called chaotic sea.
Moreover, the J variable is unbounded for some trajectories
so that the chaotic sea has an infinite extent. Notwithstanding,
due to the 2π periodicity of the perturbation functions, it is
plausible to compactify J to the interval [0,2π ).
In order to compute Dsn(I,N ), the first step is to compute
the numerical autocorrelation functions φi defined in the
previous section. Similarly to what was done in Sec. III, we
select a time ns = 500, above which the ensemble of SM
orbits are close to a stationary state (in the compactified
phase space). This choice allows the ensemble to distribute
all over the chaotic sea. As sample space we choose an
ensemble of Nr trajectories of the SM, with seeds placed
along the straight line J = J0 ≡ 3 and considering only the
time interval: ns 6 n 6 2ns . Let Sn be the ensemble of the
sampled orbits at time n:
Sn ≡
©¡
J (k)n ,ψ
(k)
n
¢ = Sn[(J0,uk)] :
uk ∈ U(0,2π ); (23)
k = 1,2, . . . ,Nr ; Nr = 105
ª
,
where Sn[. . .] denotes n iterations of the SM and U(a,b)
denotes the uniform distribution in the segment (a,b); we
define S as the union of Sn with n = ns,ns + 1, . . . ,2ns and
ns = 500.
In Fig. 3, we can see the ensemble at both its initial state
(seeds) S0 displayed with a black straight line, and at its nearly
stationary state Sns displayed with dots.
In Fig. 4, we display, for 0 6 τ 6 100, the values of
φi(ns,ns + τ ), for i = 1,2,3,4, using black (square) dots,
cyan (round) dots, blue (triangle-shaped) dots, and magenta
(diamond-shaped) dots, respectively.
We notice that all of them oscillate in a neighborhood of
zero, that φ1 presents oscillations of higher amplitude than the
other cases, and that φ3 and φ4 have relatively small values at
every moment. Besides, we appreciate that the autocorrelations
do not decay to zero for τ À 1, unlike what happened in the
colored Gaussian case. In spite of this difference, there is a
kind of similarity between φs and φ1 because a least squares fit
of the ansatz φ1(τ ) = (a0 + ae−bτ ) cos(ω?τ ) (for parameters
a0, a, b, and ω?) worked very well, even up to times of the
 0
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 0  1  2  3  4  5  6
 
J 
ψ
FIG. 3. Snapshots of the sample space associated to the SM
with K = 3: S0 is displayed with a black straight line while Sns
(J compactified to the interval [0,2π )) is displayed with dots.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) SM autocorrelation functions: φi(ns,ns +
τ ) (ns = 500) of Eq. (22), for i = 1,2,3,4, using black (square)
dots, cyan (round) dots, blue (triangle-shaped) dots, and ma-
genta (diamond-shaped) dots, respectively. The sample set is S =S2ns
n=ns Sn, with Sn defined by Eq. (23).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Diffusion coefficients for the symplectic
map (1), using K = 3 and S = S2nsn=ns Sn with Sn defined by Eq. (23).Dsn(I ; 500) is shown with a red solid line.Dnu(I ; 500) was computed
for ² = 10−3,10−5,10−7 and displayed with blue (square) dots, cyan
(triangle-shaped) dots, and black (round) dots, respectively.
order of τ ∼ 300, giving a proper frequency ω? ≈ 1.572 ≈
π/2.
We have introduced the previously computed four autocor-
relation functions into Eq. (21) in order to calculateDsn(I ; 500)
for 3000 equidistant values of I in the interval [0,2π ). In Fig. 5
(top), we compare this value with the numerical diffusion
coefficient associated to the symplectic map (1) for ² = 10−7,
using a red solid curve and black (round) dots, respectively.
For each value of I , the initial conditions of the ensemble
chosen to compute Dnu(I,500), according to Eq. (15), consist
of the direct product between the point (I,θ0) and Sns .
The result is that Dsn succeeds in predicting Dnu. In
Fig. 5 (bottom), we display, for 3.1 6 I 6 3.7, the same two
quantities of the top panel together withDnu(I ; 500) computed
for ² = 10−3 and 10−5 with blue (square) dots and cyan
(triangle-shaped) dots, respectively.
We observe that the numerical coefficients for ² = 10−5
and 10−7 are equivalent to each other throughout the interval
whereas the one for ² = 10−3 differs from the other coef-
ficients in the neighborhood of I = π . This discrepancy is
expected because the method is meant to work as long as ² is
small enough, and it is in agreement with the result commented
near the end of Sec. III.
Comparing the numerical diffusion coefficients of Figs. 2
and 5 (top), we see that the diffusion generated by coupling
the free rotator with the SM is different from the one
generated by coupling the same integrable system with an
ensemble of damped stochastic harmonic oscillators. The
only aspect in common between both coefficients is that they
have absolute maximums in those actions whose associated
frequency is equal to any of the characteristic frequencies
of the perturbation (chaotic or stochastic). If we had used a
harmonic noise with proper frequency similar to the one of
the SM (ω1 ≈ π/2), we would have obtained a result analog
to the one of Fig. 2 but with its maximums at I ≈ π/2 and
3π/2. Taking this information into account together with the
fact that the diffusion driven by a stochastic rotator is similar to
the one driven by harmonic noise, we have given an example
in which the effect of coupling an integrable map to a chaotic
perturbation can not be modeled by the effect of coupling
the same integrable map to a stochastic rotator (neither to a
damped stochastic harmonic oscillator). Thus, we have refuted
the conjecture cited in the Introduction.
Nevertheless, it is true that a chaotic perturbation can drive
a process qualitatively and quantitatively similar to a diffusion
process, as it will become clear in the rest of this section,
where we will empirically show that the action I of the 4D
symplectic map (1) behaves as a diffusion process that satisfies
the FP equation (6).
We have numerically solved the FP equation (6) for
an ensemble with initial conditions following a Gaussian
distribution, i.e., I0 ∼ N (μ,σ ), with mean value μ = 1.75
and standard deviation σ = 0.1. We used a Cranck-Nicholson
implicit algorithm and the values of D( ˆI ) where those of
Dnu(I ; 500), plotted in Fig. 5 (top). Using as input data Dsn,
instead of Dnu, does not significantly change the results.
Besides, we have numerically computed the evolution of
the symplectic map (1) of an ensemble of Nr test particles
with initial conditions such that
(i) I0 ∼ N (1.75,0.1),
(ii) θ0 = (1 +
√
5)/2 ≈ 1.618,
(iii) (J0,ψ0) ∈ Sns .
We used ² = 10−3 so that the relation between the FP time
(L) and the (Hamiltonian) real time (n) is
L = ²2n = 10−6n. (24)
Figures 6 and 7 show both the FP solution (ρ) and
histograms done with the orbits of the symplectic map (ρ²).
In the former figure, we have plotted the functions ρ(I,0),
ρ²(I,0),ρ(I,0.02), andρ²(I,2 × 104) in colors orange (smooth
line A), green (histogram A), brown (smooth line B), and cyan
(histogram B), respectively. It can be seen that the behavior
of the action of the symplectic map (1) resembles closely
the diffusion process given by the FP solution. The diffusion
coefficient is displayed in the same figure, in order to show
the reason why the left hand side of the initially Gaussian
distribution diffuses faster than its right hand counterpart.
The second figure shows ρ(I,0.04), ρ²(I,4 × 104),
ρ(I,0.10), ρ²(I,105), ρ(I,0.50), and ρ²(I,5 × 105) in colors
orange (smooth line A), green (histogram A), brown (smooth
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Distributions for thick layer regime (K =
3): ρ(I,0), ρ²(I,0), ρ(I,0.02), and ρ²(I,2 × 104) in colors orange
(smooth line A), green (histogram A), brown (smooth line B) and
cyan (histogram B), respectively. For the histograms, the coupling
parameter is ² = 10−3. The black line (C) displays Dnu(I ; 500), the
diffusion coefficient used when integrating the FP equation.
line B), cyan (histogram B), magenta (smooth line C), and blue
(histogram C), respectively.
To end up with the study of diffusion in the thick layer,
we have computed the time evolution of the variance of the
histograms for two values of the perturbation parameter. In
Fig. 8, we show σ 2(L), for 0 6 L 6 0.2, for ² = 10−3 and
10−4, respectively with round and square dots. We have used
the variable L in the temporal axis in order to have a time
unit comparable for both ² values. More specifically, L = 0.2
corresponds to n = 106 × 0.2 = 2 × 105 for ² = 10−3, while
it corresponds to n = 108 × 0.2 = 2 × 107 for ² = 10−4.
We observe that there is agreement between both variance
evolutions.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Distributions: ρ(I,0.04), ρ²(I,4 × 104),
ρ(I,0.10), ρ²(I,105), ρ(I,0.50), and ρ²(I,5 × 105) in colors orange
(smooth line A), green (histogram A), brown (smooth line B), cyan
(histogram B), magenta (smooth line C), and blue (histogram C),
respectively. For the histograms, the coupling parameter is ² = 10−3.
The black line (D) displays Dnu(I ; 500).
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L
FIG. 8. σ 2(L), for 0 6 L 6 0.2. The round dots correspond to
K = 3 and ² = 10−3, the square dots correspond to K = 3 and ² =
10−4, the diamond-shaped dots correspond to K = 0.9 and ² = 10−3,
and the triangle-shaped dots correspond to K = 0.9 and ² = 10−4.
The upper curve of Fig. 9 shows the same variance
evolution, only for ² = 10−3, for a bigger time interval:
0 6 L 6 2. We observe an approximately linear behavior.
This has been corroborated by making a least-squares fit of
the ansatz σ 2(L) ∝ Lw and obtaining w ≈ 1.02 for the time
interval 0.5 6 L 6 2. Thus, it can be said that under these
circumstances, the global diffusion is highly close to normal.
In Fig. 10, we show a snaphshot of the phase space (J,ψ)
computed after 2 × 106 iterations (largest time used in our
experiments with ² = 10−3, corresponding to a diffusion time
L = 2), to be compared with Fig. 3. The similarity of the
two pictures suggests that the chaotic layer used to compute
the diffusion coefficients is robust under the effect of O(²)
perturbations even after relatively long times.
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L
FIG. 9. σ 2(L), for 0 6 L 6 2 and ² = 10−3. The upper curve
corresponds to K = 3.0 while the lower (dashed) curve corresponds
to K = 0.9.
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FIG. 10. Snapshot of the phase space (J,ψ) for the map
(1) computed after 2 × 106 iterations with ² = 10−3 and K = 3;
i.e., projection onto the [J,ψ] plane of the orbits associated to
ρ²(I,2 × 106).
VI. THIN CHAOTIC LAYER
In this section, we will work with a parameter K = 0.9,
following a similar procedure to that of the previous section.
For this parameter value the area filled by islands of stability
is considerably larger than before. In the phase space we have
different separated chaotic layers, so that one has to choose
the sample space more carefully than in the previous section.
In this opportunity, we choose the Nr seeds of the SM to
be placed along the segment defined by J = J0 ≡ 0.5 and
0.1 6 ψ0 6 0.4. Thus, we have a new sample space S defined
by the union of the snapshots
Sn ≡
©¡
J (k)n ,ψ
(k)
n
¢ = Sn[(J0,uk)] :
uk ∈ U(0.1,0.4);
k = 1,2, . . . ,Nr ; Nr = 105
ª
, (25)
for n = ns,ns + 1, . . . ,2ns with ns = 500. Therefore, the
sample space is the thin chaotic layer associated to the primary
island chain (Jr = 0). Figure 11 displays S0 and Sns using a
black line and dots, respectively.
In Fig. 12, we display, for 0 6 τ 6 100, the values of
φi(ns,ns + τ ), for i = 1,2,3,4, using black (square) dots,
cyan (round) dots, blue (triangle-shaped) dots, and magenta
(diamond-shaped) dots, respectively.
Even in this case the autocorrelations fluctuate around zero,
and both φ3 and φ4 show the least amplitude of fluctuation.
A distinctive characteristic is the fact that the amplitudes of
φ1(τ ) and φ2(τ ) are similar to each other.
Figure 13 (top) shows, for I ∈ [0,2π ), the seminumerical
and the numerical diffusion coefficients, being the latter
computed for ² = 10−7. Dsn(I ; 500) and Dnu(I ; 500) are
displayed using a red solid curve and black (round) dots,
respectively. We notice that there is agreement between
prediction and measurement, as in the K = 3 case. Figure 13
(bottom) shows, for 5 6 I 6 6, the same two quantities of the
top panel together with Dnu(I ; 500) computed with ² = 10−3
and 10−5, using blue (square) dots and cyan (triangle-shaped)
dots, respectively. The result is analogous to the one obtained
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FIG. 11. Snapshots of the sample space associated to the SM
with K = 0.9: S0 is displayed with a black straight line while Sns is
displayed with dots.
in Fig. 5 (bottom) regarding the fact that the method works
better for the two smaller values of ².
This time we have solved numerically the FP equation with
initial actions distributed according to aN (0.75,0.02) and the
values of D( ˆI ) were those of Dnu(I ; 500), plotted in Fig. 13
(top). Besides, we have computed the evolution, for ² = 10−3,
of an ensemble of Nr test particles with initial conditions given
by
(i) I0 ∼ N (0.75,0.02),
(ii) θ0 = (1 +
√
5)/2 ≈ 1.618,
(iii) (J0,ψ0) ∈ Sns .
The orange (smooth line B) and green (histogram A) curves
in Fig. 14 represent the functions ρ(I,0.03) and ρ²(I,3 × 104),
respectively. If the relation between the FP and the symplectic
times was the one given by Eq. (24), then we would have
obtained that both functions match each other. Instead, we
notice a difference: the FP solution is ahead of, i.e., more
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FIG. 12. (Color online) SM autocorrelation functions:
φi(ns,ns + τ ) (ns = 500) of Eq. (22), for i = 1,2,3,4, using
black (square) dots, cyan (round) dots, blue (triangle-shaped) dots,
and magenta (diamond-shaped) dots, respectively. The sample set is
S = S2nsn=ns Sn, with Sn defined by Eq. (25).
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Diffusion coefficients for the symplectic
map (1) for K = 0.9 and S = S2nsn=ns Sn with Sn defined by Eq. (25).Dsn(I ; 500) is shown with a red solid line.Dnu(I ; 500) was computed
for ² = 10−3,10−5,10−7 and displayed with blue (square) dots, cyan
(triangle-shaped) dots, and black (round) dots, respectively.
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Distributions for thin layer regime (K =
0.9): ρ(I,0.03), ρ²(I,3 × 104), and ρ²(I,5 × 104), in colors orange
(smooth line B), green (histogram A), and cyan (histogram B),
respectively. For the histograms, the coupling parameter is ² = 10−3.
The black line (C) displays the diffusion coefficient used when
integrating the FP equation.
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Distributions: ρ(I,0.10), ρ²(I,1.9 ×
105), ρ(I,0.19), and ρ²(I,3.6 × 105), in colors orange (smooth line
A), cyan (histogram A), brown (smooth line B), and blue (histogram
B), respectively. For the histograms, the coupling parameter is
² = 10−3. The black line (C) displays the diffusion coefficient used
when integrating the FP equation.
evolved than, the histogram. In fact, the function that matches
ρ(I,0.03) is ρ²(I,5 × 104), which is shown in cyan color
(histogram B), so that n = 5 × 104 corresponds to L = 0.03
and not to L = 0.05. Thus, there is a shift of 1L = 0.02 (for
L = 0.03) in the diffusion time.
Figure 15 shows ρ(I,0.10), ρ²(I,1.9 × 105), ρ(I,0.19),
and ρ²(I,3.6 × 105), in colors orange (smooth line A), cyan
(histogram A), brown (smooth line B), and blue (histogram B),
respectively. We can deduce thatρ(I,0.10) matchesρ²(I,1.9 ×
105) while ρ(I,0.19) does the same with ρ²(I,3.6 × 105). The
first pair implies that 1L = 0.19–0.10 = 0.09 for L = 0.10
and the second pair implies that 1L = 0.36–0.19 = 0.17 for
L = 0.19. As the value of 1L is not constant for every
time, we have that the relation between L and n can not be
linear for this K value. Neither is valid the ² dependence
of L, as will be shown in Fig. 16. There, it can be seen
that the histogram ρ²(I,4 × 107) for ² = 10−4, shown in blue
(A), does not match the concomitant histogram ρ²(I,4 × 105)
for ² = 10−3, shown in green (B). Instead, it resembles the
histogram ρ²(I,6.5 × 105) for ² = 10−3, displayed in cyan
(C).
We conjecture that this discrepancy is the consequence of
the slow correlation decaying in the chaotic dynamics with
respect to the diffusion time scale ' ²−2 (see also the end
of this section). Indeed, the numerical simulations point out
that the amplitudes of the fluctuations of the autocorrelation
functions decay much more slowly in the thin, than in the
thick, layer case. This implies that for the smallest K value
the system is far away from the hypothesis of the (stochastic)
averaging theorem. We suggest the possibility of a different
scaling law between the original time and the diffusion time
according to
L = ²2nα(²,K) (26)
with α < 1 and lim²→0 α(²,K) = 1 for K values that corre-
spond to sufficiently large chaotic layers. A simple numerical
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Histograms for thin layer regime (K =
0.9): ρ²(I,4 × 107) (² = 10−4), ρ²(I,4 × 105) (² = 10−3), and
ρ²(I,6.5 × 105) (² = 10−3), in colors blue (A), green (B), and cyan
(C), respectively.
interpolation from the numerical results with ² = 10−3 gives
α ' 0.95, whereas for ² = 10−4 we get α ≈ 0.992 (cf.
Figs. 14, 15, and 16). This anomalous behavior in the diffusion
dynamics is consistent with the local diffusion that can be
observed in Fig. 8, where a power law with exponent w ≈ 0.92
was fitted for ² = 10−3 and 0 6 L 6 0.1.
For both layer regimes, the persistence of correlations for
every time is due to the existence of stability islands because
the particles of the chaotic layer, when getting close enough
to such islands, behave regularly, i.e., there the dynamics is
“locally ordered.”
Finally, let us look at the lower curve in Fig. 9, which
represents the function σ 2(L), for 0 6 L 6 2 and ² = 10−3.
We infer that the global diffusion character depends also on
the value of the parameter K that determines different chaotic
regimes. In the case of a thin chaotic layer, we remark that
the variance evolution is not linear so that the global diffusion
is anomalous. In the interval 0.5 6 L 6 2 we have fitted a
power law with exponent w ≈ 0.53. This characterizes the
macroscopic behavior as a subdiffusion. Notwithstanding, the
global diffusion behavior is more complex than a power law
and will be considered in a future work.
Moreover, in this case the backcoupling between the
integrable and the chaotic degree of freedom produces a
relevant effect on long-time iterations. In Fig. 17, we show
a snapshot of the ensemble iterated with ² = 10−3, at time
n = 2 × 106 (L = 2) and the comparison with Fig. 11 points
out a non-negligible difference. It will be a subject of future
works to quantify the influence of the backcoupling in the
diffusion behavior, and try to figure out whether the dynamical
origin of the anomalous diffusion is the backcoupling, or is
an intrinsic property of the (uncoupled) SM noise, or it is
due to the strong I dependence of the diffusion coefficient.
Nevertheless, the backcoupling has absolutely no effect in the
computation of the diffusion coefficient, where the iteration
time used is quite small, i.e., N = 500. Plotting a snapshot of
the ensemble at this time gives a distribution indistinguishable
(so not shown) from the initial conditions from Fig. 11.
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FIG. 17. Snapshot of the phase space (J,ψ) for the map (1)
computed after 2 × 106 iterations with ² = 10−3 and K = 0.9;
i.e., projection onto the [J,ψ] plane of the orbits associated to
ρ²(I,2 × 106).
VII. CONCLUSION
The main task developed in this article was the study of
the diffusion behavior of a “quasiaction” I of a symplectic
4D a priori unstable map. As a tool to predict the diffusion
coefficient, we have introduced a seminumerical method
based on a theorem for stochastically perturbed Hamiltonian
systems. This method allowed us to estimate the diffusion
coefficient for two values of K , which correspond to the
situations of thick and thin chaotic layer, and for a wide range
of the perturbation parameter ² value. The results are consistent
with an ²2 scaling of the diffusion coefficient which is the same
dependence found in Refs. [32,56], also for an a priori unstable
system.
We worked with chaotic test particles because the ensemble
of orbits S was chosen in such a way that the initial conditions
in the [J,ψ] plane belonged to a chaotic layer. Even though for
the symplectic map we did not use an analytic expression, the
seminumerical diffusion coefficient is a prediction because it
uses as input data only the unperturbed motion of the integrable
part (the free rotator) and the numerical autocorrelation
function of the perturbation (SM).
Regarding the behavior of the action distribution ρ²(I,n),
we have found two different numerical results, depending on
the chaotic regime. On the one hand, in the thick layer case, the
distribution follows a FP equation. Besides, the time scaling
relation L = ²2n, proposed in the stochastic theorem, between
the (slow) FP time L, and the symplectic time n, turns out to
be correct.
On the other hand, in the thin layer case, the distribution
presents a “time delay” respect to the limit FP solution.
This discrepancy is sensible because, in this regime, the SM
“noise” is too far away from the conditions asked for in the
stochastic theorem, mainly regarding the necessity that the
autocorrelation function must decay to zero. We conjecture
that if the correlation function is not decaying sufficiently
fast with respect to the diffusion time scale ²−2, we have an
anomalous scaling for fixed K values, between the initial time
and the diffusion time according to L = ²2nα(²,K) where α < 1
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and lim²→0 α(²,K) = 1. This conjecture will be analyzed in a
future work together with the character of global diffusion. In
the thick layer regime, the diffusion behaved normally, while
in the other case, it behaved subnormally.
The applicability of the presented stochastic approach goes
beyond the particular 2.5 DoF Hamiltonian system chosen
in this work. In particular, it would allow us to characterize
and quantify diffusion in Hamiltonian systems that model
perturbed simple nonlinear resonances.
We have also studied diffusion of a system built by coupling
the free rotator with an ensemble of damped stochastic har-
monic oscillators, finding a diffusion coefficient which differs
considerably with respect to its deterministic counterpart.
Moreover, we have justified why it is not possible to model a
SM-driven diffusion with the one driven by a stochastic rotator.
In resume, we have given empirical evidence of the fact that
a chaotic layer can act as a stochastic pump when coupled to
some integrable system. After these results, we consider that
the other way in which the chaotic layer is usually named after,
i.e., stochastic layer, is phenomenologically suitable.
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APPENDIX A: STATIONARY AUTOCORRELATION
FUNCTION OF THE DAMPED HARMONIC
STOCHASTIC OSCILLATOR
We will need two properties of the (Ito) stochastic integral
of deterministic functions, that can be demonstrated from the
basic definition found in elementary textbooks of the subject
(for example, see Refs. [57,58]). These are the mean value
formula
E
·Z t
t0
f (z)dWz
¸
= 0
and the autocorrelation formula
E
"Z t
t0
f (z)dWz
Z t 0
t0
g(z)dWz
#
=
Z min(t,t 0)
t0
f (z)g(z)dz,
valid for arbitrary continuous functions f (z) and g(z) and
arbitrary times t and t 0.
From Eq. (17), the solution ξt can be written as the sum
of a deterministic term, denoted as ξ (d)t , and a stochastic one,
denoted as ξ (s)t , according to the following definitions:
ξ
(d)
t =
λξ0 + 2v0
2ω1
e−
λ
2 t sin(ω1t) + ξ0e− λ2 t cos(ω1t),
ξ
(s)
t =
√
c
ω1
Z t
0
e−
λ
2 (t−z) sin[ω1(t − z)]dWz.
The mean value formula for f (z) ≡ h(z; t) =
e−
λ
2 (t−z) sin[ω1(t − z)] (t works as a parameter respect
to the integral) implies that E[ξ (s)t ] = 0 so that
E[ξt ξt 0] = ξ (d)t ξ (d)t 0 + E
£
ξ
(s)
t ξ
(s)
t 0
¤
. (A1)
Considering also g(z) ≡ h(z,t 0) and using the autocorrelation
formula, we have that
E
£
ξ
(s)
t ξ
(s)
t 0
¤ = c
ω21
Z min(t,t 0)
0
h(z; t)h(z; t 0)dz
= c
ω21
Z min(t,t 0)
0
e−
λ
2 (t+t 0−2z) sin[ω1(t − z)]
× sin[ω1(t 0 − z)]dz.
Integrating this expression and replacing t 0 = t + τ , for τ > 0,
we obtain that the stochastic contribution to the autocorrelation
function is given by
E
£
ξ
(s)
t ξ
(s)
t+τ
¤ = c
4ω21
e−
λ
2 τ
½µ
eiω1τ + e−iω1τ
λ
¶
(1 − e−λt )
− e
iω1τ
(λ − i2ω1) (1 − e
−λt ei2ω1t )
− e
−iω1τ
(λ + i2ω1) (1 − e
−λt e−i2ω1t )
¾
.
Then, the following asymptotic behavior is satisfied:
lim
t→+∞E
£
ξ
(s)
t ξ
(s)
t+τ
¤
= c
2λω2
e−
λ
2 τ
½
cos(ω1τ ) + λ2ω1 sin(ω1τ )
¾
. (A2)
On the other side, it can be proven that the deterministic part
does not contribute asymptotically because
lim
t→+∞ ξ
(d)
t ξ
(d)
t+τ = 0. (A3)
From Eqs. (A1), (A2), and (A3), we obtain the desired
expression
φs(τ ) ≡ lim
t→+∞E[ξt ξt+τ ]
= c
2λω2
e−
λ
2 τ
½
cos(ω1τ ) + λ2ω1 sin(ω1τ )
¾
.
APPENDIX B: SPECTRAL DENSITY OF THE DAMPED
HARMONIC STOCHASTIC OSCILLATOR
According to the definition of the spectral density given
in Eq. (9) and rewriting the trigonometric terms in the
autocorrelation function with exponential functions, we obtain
˜φs(ν)
= c
4λω2
½µ
1 − i λ
2ω1
¶
G(+) +
µ
1 + i λ
2ω1
¶
G(−)
¾
,
(B1)
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where we have introduced the series
G(±) =
+∞X
m=−∞
exp
·
−λ
2
|m| + i(νm ± ω1|m|)
¸
= 1 +
+∞X
m=1
[p(±)]m +
+∞X
m=1
[q(±)]m,
with
p(±) = exp
·
−λ
2
+ i(±ω1 − ν)
¸
,
(B2)
q(±) = exp
·
−λ
2
+ i(±ω1 + ν)
¸
.
As it happens that |p(±)| = |q(±)| = e− λ2 < 1 (∀ λ > 0), the
series converge to
G(±) = 1 + p(±)1 − p(±) +
q(±)
1 − q(±) . (B3)
Introducing Eqs. (B2) and (B3) into (B1) and applying some
arithmetical and trigonometrical properties, we arrive at a real-
valued expression for the spectral density of the harmonic
noise:
˜φs(ν) = c4λω2
·
F1(ν; λ,ω1) + λ2ω1 F2(ν; λ,ω1)
¸
, (B4)
where the auxiliary functions Fk (k = 1,2) are given by
F1 ≡ ZX(+) + U(+)Y(+)|Q(+)|2 +
ZX(−) + U(−)Y(−)
|Q(−)|2 ,
F2 ≡ ZY(+) + U(+)X(+)|Q(+)|2 −
ZY(−) + U(−)X(−)
|Q(−)|2 , (B5)
with
X(±) ≡ 1 + e−λ cos(2ω1)
− e− λ2 [cos(±ω1 − ν) + cos(±ω1 + ν)],
Y(±) ≡ ±e−λ sin(2ω1) − e− λ2 [sin(±ω1 − ν) + sin(±ω1 + ν)],
Z ≡ 1 − e−λ cos(2ω1),
U(±) ≡ ∓e−λ sin(2ω1),
Q(±) ≡ X(±) + iY(±). (B6)
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